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The philosophic and biological views of the “atomic” 

philosophers, Leucippus and Democritus 
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e work of the so called 
ent Democritus, after an 
Greek philosophers and 
reaking, covers a wide 

spectrum of science and humanities and shows their high level of scholarship, 
are often mentioned by other ancient 

w mes negative criticism. Their theories 
read later, in ancient Rome, Byzantium, the Medieval Western Europe and in 
s. 
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northern Greece and 
place of Democritus. 

ppus was also born there. Anyhow, Avdera, holds a 
history, philosophy and science and was 

es of ancient Greece such as Nikenetos 
nd Protagoras, as mentioned by Stephen of Byzantium in his 

os, the grammarian 
an and engineer 

ile others mention as 
ny in Italy, or Miletus 
 philosopher Zeno of 
495 B.C.) [3], and of 

Parmenides of Elea [6]. His major works include the Great World System 
 Νου), from which 
his own theories in a 

ther a collection of 
was the Hippocratic 
ppocratic school [7]. 
hilosophers such as 
amos (341-270 B.C.) 

g of the atomic 

y began as an effort to 
overturn “Eleatic monism”, doctrine of “one alone”, as established by 
Parmenides from Elea and his successors, who refused to accept any 
evidence coming from the human senses and the world of physical 
phenomena. The Eleatic school accepted the notion of “One” which is the 
only existing entity, is global, always complete, including everything in the 
world, and beyond which nothing exists. Unlike the Eleatics, the atomic 
philosophers studied genesis, deterioration of all beings and phenomena 
which can be observed by human senses. Leucippus (Fig. 1) and 
Democritus (Fig. 2) supported the view that the elements are “complete” 
and “void.” They called the full and solid: “complete”or “being,” and the 
empty and diluted: “void” or “not being”; they therefore certified that being 
does not exist more than the non being, since non-void cannot exist any  
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eucippus  
Leucippus was probably born in the city of Avdera, wh
his birthplace the island of Milos or Elea, a Greek colo
in Asia Minor [2-5]. He may have been a student of the
Elea (490-430 B.C.) [2], of Pythagoras of Samos (570-
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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to describe and highlight th
“atomic” philosophers Leucippus and in particular, his stud
extensive research of works written by numerous ancient 
historians. The work of these two philosophers is groundb

erudition, and analytical thinking. Their ideas 
Greek philosophers, ith positive and someti
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Introduction 
The city of Avdera in Thrace, close to Chalkidiki, in 
opposite the island of Thasos is considered as the birth
We are not sure if Leuci
very important place in ancient 
also the birthplace of other key figur
the epic poet a
treatise De urbibus [1]. The philosopher Anaxarh
Ekateos, the mathematician Vionas and the histori
Dioclides were also born in Avdera. 

Leucippus: Democritus’ teacher  

The life of L

(“Μέγας Διάκοσμος”) and About the Mind (περί
Democritus borrowed his terminology and developed 
book under the same title [6].  

The work: Great World System constitutes ra
philosophical theories of the School of Avdera, as 
collection used for the class of philosophy of the Hi
Many of these theories were adopted by other p
Diogenes of Apollonia (fl. 425 B.C.) and Epicurus of S
[8].  

The work of Leucippus - The beginnin
theory 

It appears that the formulation of the atomic theor
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less than void [9]. Leucippus explains that be
one, but is infinite in numbers of beings, and
[10], and “movement is eternal” [11]. He calls “a
“minimal bodies” [12], that “they cannot b
because of their size” [13] and that “moveme

ing “is not 
 invisible” 
toms” the 

e divided 
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n eings, i.e. 
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ave to b

hangeab
ause they are compact, solid and do not have
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was very 
ey did the 
 the entity 

of chance, 
 or must 
base
 con
orld.

en un
n typ
osop

is no 
to on; 

o obv
quire
ists w
uded
 beli

ic forms
evertheless exist, a

e atomic 
e view of 

believe that the gap implied by “void” marks only
absence of being, while atoms represent being. In other 
words, the gap is identified with the absence, which, in 
turn is defined by the oposite of being, which is 
connected with the meaning of presence. In fact, the 
non-being is the space that exists between the atoms. 

Leucippus’ biological theories 

Leucippus’ theories on biology basically project his 
initial theory on atoms and the atomic structure of the 
matter. Leucippus claimed that “feeling” and the “intellect” 
come from the outside, whereas nothing is true or  

ecessary for all things beings and non-b
invisible things” [14].  

Leucippus and his followers believed that 
atoms must be on move, and therefore, they h
separated by void and that atoms “are unc
bec

sible 
e 
le 

 any 
ether 
dies” 

void.” Also: “the division of matter depends on
there is void and on its quantity within variou
[15].   

According to Leucippus, there are in
worlds consisting of innumerable elements  
from and dissolving into these elements [16]. 
to Leucippus, the process of separation from an 
mass created atoms of various forms and shap
atoms were assembled within the great void, 
the lighter ones were separated from the hea
th

ble 
ating 
rding 
finite 

e 
then 
ones 
ones 
ones 
eroid 
 by 

rough the process of continuous spin; the lig
occupied the most exterior layer, while the hea
remained implicated and thus, formed the first 
world. These theories of Leucippus acce
Democritus later can be considered as prede
the recent Big Bang theory.  

f 

Atoms are eternal, unalterable, not subjec
processes of birth and deterioration and throug
combinations and segregations they have
everything that is subjected to change. It 
difficult for these philosophers to overlook as th
theory of Parmenides on the characteristics of
of “One.” 

Leucippus wanted to exclude the factor 
implying instead that every phenomenon has
have a deterministic interpretation. This was 
the initial assumptions about atoms and the
movement or “αεικίνητον” of everything in the w
movement caused collision of atoms, which th
repel from each other. This repulsion-attractio
movement is the basis for the atomic phil
explanation of all physical phenomena. There 

d on 
stant 
 This 
ite or 
e of 
hers’ 
need 
they 
ious 
 the 
ithin 
 the 

eved 
eing

 interpret the primordial principle of moti
thought, that since motion is eternal and has n
starting point, it simply does exist. Atoms ac
ability to move, simply because that ability ex
the void. In contrast to Parmenides, who excl
possibility of non-being, the atomic philosophers
that the void or non-being exists equally with the b
but in a very different manner. Geometr

, 
, for 
s the example, are immaterial, but n

Pythagoreans also had stated.  
Historians do not agree on what th

philosophers ment by “void.” Some share th
Aristotle that it is the empty space, whereas others 

 the 

 
Figure 1. Leucippus (probably 480-420 BC). Public domain. 

c.com/dico.html. 

sic elements, which 
g “happens according 
hich according to 
addles immersed in 

s, starts as a mirror 
of the eye [19]. The 

xtaposition 
 [17]. This is also our 

 that it “occurs when 
utput of thin elements is greater than the inflow of 

mental heat.”  
Finally, the sperm is an extract of the soul, while 

gender differentiation is due to “variation of the molecules 
of the genitals” [20]. Today, it is known that genes carried 
by the Y chromosome are responsible for gender 
differentiation!  
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understandable “except for the ba
are: atoms and void” [17]. Everythin
to imagination and opinion,” w
Leucippus seem to function as “p
water” [18]. 

Vision, according to Leucippu
image of the object in the pupil 
various color tints emanate from the ju
between the various colorful atoms
present view about vision. 

As for sleep, Leucippus argues
the o

 

Figure 2. Democritus (460-370 BC). Bus
National Museum, Italy. 

Democritus   

t of Democritus, Naples 

uring either the 70th 
ng to Eusebius of 

Caesarea [21], or the 80th  Olympiad (460-457 B.C.), 
according to Apollodorus  of Athens as reported by 
Diogenes Laertius  [22]. The name of his father, 

tratos, Athinokritos, or 
as a very wealthy man. This 

enabled him to be well educated. Democritus was a 
student of  Anaxagoras [23] and according to Herodotus, 
he also studied under Chaldean magicians1.  

According to Demetrius and Antisthenes, Democritus 
traveled to many countries. In  Egypt he learned the 
sacred geometry of the Egyptians, and in India and 

                                                

The life of Democritus 

Democritus was born in Avdera, d
Olympiad (500-497 B.C.), accordi

according to Laertius, was Igis
Damasippos [18]. He w

 

1 Chaldeans was an Assyrian tribe who lived in the marshy lands in the 
far south of Mesopotamia, at the head of the Persian Gulf. 
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Ethiopia he met the Gymnosophists2  [
reasonable to suppose that he stayed for som
th

24]. 
e tim
Ephe
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d 360
When Democritus was very old and ready to die
sister who was a priestess was depressed because 

w

t to bring 
id so, an
ng. W

the three-days of the religious feast were over, 
Democritus died[30]. His age at the time of his death is 
disputed. Diodorus of Sicily mentions that he died at the 
age of 90 [31], In Chronicon of Paschale3 it is referred 

                                                

It is 
e in 

, which are organized in 
Unfortunately, we only know the titles of 
recorded by Diogenes Laertius. We also know
three hundred extracts because they are incorpor
referred to in the texts of various ancien
However, even ancient writers wonde
Democritus’ works had been lost. Various h
had been formulated, including one that Plato w
burn Democritus’ works, but his students preve
of doing [29].  

Democritus probably died between 370 an

e Greek city of Teo in Ionia, Asia Minor. In 
Democritus probably met Leucippus, his former

Laertius mentions that Democritus also
Athens, which seems probable since the city
was commercially connected with the homel
Socrates and Plato. Democritus traveled in anon
Athens, and found that no one considered him
known philosopher. He apparently en
Socrates, who also did not seem to recognize
Not satisfied with the Athenians, he did not try 
his work there. He completed his visits within a
th

sus, 
her.   
sited 
dera 
d of 
ity to 
well-
tered 
 [25]. 
sent 
tside 
d to 
ce it 
y the 

e so called Greek world at that time and re
Avdera. Avdera was then very prosperous cit
had not been affected by either political conflicts or b
Peloponnesian War.  

It is very likely that Democritus establish
school of philosophy. According to Laertius, in
exercise his intellect, Democritus often lived is
in desolation in the country, sometimes 
cemeteries [26]. Because he had spent all h
during his travels, upon returning home he ris
condemned to death, as was the law in A
condemn those who had spent all their inherite
Democritus then read to the public his major w
Great World System. His fellow citizens were 
what they had heard and excused him [26]. D
also saved his city from starvation by giving a
instructions during the summer. As Clem
“Democritu

 new 
er to 
 and 

e to 
rtune 
eing 
a to 
tune. 
 The 
d by 
ritus 
riate 

says: 
 that 
 his 
 did 
cted 
ays. 

eous 
ublic 

 to 
gies. 
, as 
most 

s by observing certain stars predicte
much rain would fall. Those who complied 
instructions secured their harvest, while those
not lost their corps because of the heavy u
rain” [27]. His fellow citizens honored him in m
They gave him five hundred talanta, erected 
statues of him and, after his death, buried him o
expense [28].  

Over 60 treatises have been attri
Democritus

iters. 
why 

eses 
ed to 
 him 

 BC. 
, his 
if he 
ould was to die during the feast of Thesmophoria she 

not be allowed to fulfill her religious duties to the 
goddess. Democritus told her not to worry bu
him loafs of warm bread every morning. She d d 
he kept them close to his nose, while breathi hen 

 

2 Gymnosophists is the name (meaning ‘naked philosophers’) given by 
the Greeks to certain Indian philosophers who pursued ascetism to the 
point regarding food and clothing as detrimental to purity of thought.  
3Chronicon Paschale (the Paschal Chronicle, also Chronicum 
Alexandrinum or Constantinopolitanum, or Fasti Siculi) is the conventional 
name of a 7th-century byzantine universal chronicle of the world. its name 
comes from its system of christian chronology based on the paschal 

], Lucian mentions, at 
the age of 104 [33], and Censorinus, at the age of 108 

e atomic theory by 

opted the theories of 
atoms and the void. 
en atoms and void:  

e atom and the void, 
belief. The worlds are 

without cessation. 
or decays into non-
 size and in number.  

within the whole, and 
ape such as: fire, 

s of conjunction. The 
are compounds of 

their solid nature, are 

ic theory, which may 
s: a) every part or 
d of atoms, which are 
be separated further. 

n of matter is not 
of atoms. The word 
t is derived from the 

eaning incise or cut. 
annot be cut further.” 
rther division of the 
omposition so that it 

semble the matter. If 
will be 

ecomposition and 
ngeable. According to 
ines the threshold of 

eference point of 
can compose visible 
ween the atoms [36]. 
 the same substance 
 the result of atoms’ 

movements. The space in which atoms move is the void. 
bsolutely solid: Void 
ise the atom would 

be susceptible to changes from outside and could 
tom. d) All atoms are 
cture. e) Atoms are 
 above a), b) and c) 
emocritus added the 

for the homogeneity and the atom 

Views of Democritus in Biology and 
Medicine  

 to Democritus. In Souda, a 
massive 10th century Byzantine encyclopedia of the 
ancient Mediterranean world, formerly attributed to an 
author called Suidas, mentioned that Hippocrates was a 
student of his father, of Irodicos, of Gorgias of Leonteion 
and also a student of Democritus [38].   

Diogenes Laertius refers to a meeting of Democritus 
with Hippocrates in Avdera, when Hippocrates came to 
Avdera to treat Democritus: “Democritus asked for some 

                                                                             

that he died at the age of 100 [32

[34]. 
 

The completion of th
Democritus 

As mentioned before, Democritus ad
his teacher, Leucippus concerning 
He clarified the relationship betwe
“The beginning of all things is th
whereas everything else is simple 
innumerable; they are born and die 
Nothing is born of the non-being 
being, whereas atoms are infinite in
They move in the form of a vortex 
thus they create all things that have sh
water, air and ground by the proces
four above basic constituents 
established atoms. Atoms, due to 
unchanged and unaltered” [35]. 

Democritus completed the atom
be summarized under five point
substance of our body is compose
invisible parts of matter that cannot 
Democritus claimed that the divisio
indefinite and stops at the level 
“atom” itself implies its meaning. I
privative "a" and the verb “τέμνω”, m
Thus the word atom means “what c
According to Democritus, any fu
atoms would lead to complete dec
would be then impossible to reas
matter can be reassembled, new forms of matter 
produced out of simpler atoms, whilst d
recombination of atoms is intercha
Democritus, this reversibility determ
segmentation, since it is the constant r
minimal particles from which we 
matter. b) Empty space exists bet
Given that atoms are composed of
as matter, all changes in matter are

c) The composition of the atoms is a
cannot exist inside the atom; otherw

decompose and no longer be an a
homogeneous, without internal stru
diverse in size and shape [37]. The
are basically Leucippus’ theories, D
last two points as 
space diversity. 

 

Many ancient authors refer

 

cycle; its greek author named it ‘epitome of the ages from adam the first 
man to the 2oth year of the reign of the most august heraclius’ 
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milk; he looked at the milk and said that it w
black goat that gave birth for the first time. Hip
appreciated this accurate statement. D
welcomed a girl, that also came with Hippocr
the island of Ko. On the first day he greete
“He

as fro
pocr

emoc
ates 
d he

llo, girl!” The next day c lled her, “Hello, woman
r virg

s of l
 “m

t bec
this m
grad

e the 
t first

d
emoc
non-l
as fi

by N
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, whe
ing ju

his vi
h it
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 coldn
he fe ale 
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the u
birth 
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rom w
centa
, clai
 like 
yo i
emoc

elope
lical cor

rmed in the womb, and resem
otect
down
toge
g of
 mom nts 
ern 
laxes
whe
sily 

miscarriage is caused [49]. 
Democritus uses the word πολύγονα5  for cas

 pigs and dogs. Fem
one uteru

the suitable accommodation of the sperm. During the 
reproduction season, they copulate not just once, but two 
and three times successively, so that the semen fills all 
these cavities. Mules do not give birth because their 
uterus does not resemble other animals’ uteruses, due to 
the animal’s unnatural origin. Democritus argues that this 
abnormal behavior of mules is a result of human 
intervention; Humans force the donkey to mate with a 

                                                

m a 

an anchor or the stalk of a growing fruit that pr
fetus from turmoil and from upward or 
movements [47]. According to Democritus tera
is the cause of a non-synchronous meetin
sperms in the uterus, arriving there at different
[48]. Premature miscarriage is due to hot south
because under its effect, a pregnant uterus re
expands, and the fetus moves here and there; 
uterus gets heated, the fetus glides ea

ates 
ritus 
from 
r by: 

a
Indeed, the previous night the girl had lost he
[39].  

Democritus said that the abiotic

!” 
inity” 

iving 
uddy 
ause 

4 genesi
creatures and of the whole world emanates from
and murky elements, which created a sedimen
of their weight, along with liquid elements. As 
twirled without ceasing around itself, it 
condensed, and the liquid formed the sea whil
solid matter created the earth, which was a
muddy and very soft” [40]

ass 
ually 
most 
 still 

 from 
ritus 
iving 
nally 

ature 
 and 
body 
reas 

. Human beings emerge
the earth spontaneously [41]. To that point, D
erroneously connects the genesis of living and 
things from abiotic matter, a theory that w
brought down by Louis Pasteur.  

The birth of children was then imposed 
[42], and fertilization is a slight collision of the fe
male sperm [43].  Semen consists of the m
parts, such as bones, flesh and nerves [44]
females are actively involved in fertilization, not be
receptors, and also produce a type of sperm. T
an established knowledge nowadays, althoug
temporarily abandoned in the post-Democritus
Intrauterine sex is not dependent on heat and
but on the prevalence of either the male or t
sperm. The predominance of the paternal or the
progeny is responsible for the similarity of the of
the father or to the mother. The embryo inside 
is nourished through his mouth and after 
brings his or her mouth to the breast, since 
uterus there are various nipples and mouths f
embryos are fed (meaning the papils of the pla
this point, Aristotle disagrees with Democritus
that the fetal vein is connected with the uterus
in the ground, and from those veins the embr
(probably meaning the umbilical cord) [46]. D
believed that when the uterus accepts and env
entering semen, menstruation ceases. The umbi
is the first structure fo

st 
ew is 
 was 
[45]. 
ess, 

m
ernal 
ng to 
terus 
child 
 the 
hich 
). At 

ming 
roots 
s fed 
ritus 

s the 
d 

bles 
s the 
ward 
nesis 
 two 
e

wind, 
 and 
n the 

and 

es of 
ales 
s for 

multiple pregnancies, such as in
s, he says, have more than of such animal

 

4 Abiotic, meaning the genesis from non-living things 
5 meaning multiple births 

ral is that members of the same 
s [50].  

es Laertius, we know 
ve medical treatises: 

dgment, Causes 
ropriate Occasions, 

s [51].  
edicine cures the 

dom relieves the soul 
s treatise On Diet, 

r those who abstain from food, 
ior offers a rich table 
dence offers a table 

y [53].  
health in general are 
e, he considers day 
 deteriorated fitness, 

.  
 the middle way in all 
se people who tend 
f their health [55], 
sure in the delights 
now the appropriate 

y are prone to 
emselves out [56]. 

s, the basic cause of 
uman behavior [57]. 

ess, desire to win 
nies of the soul and 

begetters of illnesses [58]. 
 In addition, in his treatise On Fevers, Democritus 

n excess of phlegm, 
ody according to the 

 he claims that, along 
seases [60]. 

ace in Democritus’ 
t of the horn of the 

he biology of fish. He 
salt water but on the 
hat the spider makes 
 He also wrote about 

e both water and 
othesized about the 

lack bones of the 
eagle [65]; the night vision of the owl, which he attributed 

heat [66]; the cock’s 
ose eyes are open 

n by their 
s faster than humans 
can teach much to 
aving and embroidery 
 building by imitating 

swallows and the art of singing by imitating songbirds, 
swans and nightingales [70].  

 
Idols, demons and the concept of a 
supreme power 

For Democritus, the human body is a warehouse full of 
various and unbearable evils, since all the diseases 
come from it, though it also contains the power to heal. 
Most people do not know this and, for that reason, they 
pray to the Gods for their good health. Death comes from 
an excess of perspiration of the hot and of the aesthetic 

mare, whereas the natu
species to mate with their counterpart

Based on the writings of Diogen
that Democritus wrote at least fi
Prognosis, On Diet, Medical Ju
Concerning Appropriate and Inapp
On Fever, and Coughing Sicknesse

According to Democritus, m
illnesses of the body, whereas wis
from all its passions [52]. In hi
Democritus claims that fo
the night is long. Occasional behav
full of various foods, whereas pru
with all the necessary types of food onl

Democritus’ views on human 
extremely interesting. For exampl
sleeping as harmful, since it leads to
mental disorders and indolence [54]

Democritus also supports taking
human actions. He believes that tho
to exaggerate become traitors o
because all those who take plea
coming from the stomach do not k
time to eat, to drink or have sex; the
abuses and eventually wear th
Therefore, according to Democritu
disruption to human health is h
Negligence, intoxication, voluptuousn
and envy are in general the felo

claims that inflammation is causing a
one of the four humors of human b
Hippocratic theory [59]. 

 As far as cancer is concerned,
with ulcers, is among the worst of di
 
Zoology 

Zoology holds an important pl
works. He studied the developmen
deer, the castrated oxen [61] and t
believed that fish were fed not on 
sweet substances of the sea [62]. T
its web by using its excrement [63]. 
amphibians, saying that they could us
air [64]. He observed and hyp
undulate movement of worms [63]; the b

to its eyes having too much fire and 
cackle at dawn [67]; and lions wh
during birth and during sleep [68].  

According to Democritus, animals drive
natural power can heal themselve
[69]. He believed that animals 
humans. Men learned the art of we
by imitating the spider, the art of
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matter of different parts of our body, but not fro
simultaneously [71]. In order to avoid decompositi
th
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 sphe
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 when various phenomena, such as light
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g a ca

question, if the idol of an object is impressed in air as the 
imprint on a candle, why does the idol not become 
transparent? According to Theophrastus, first of all it is 
impossible for a picture to be created as an imprint by an 
object that stands opposite to the observer, since the 
shape and characters of an imprint can only be visible if 
we see it from its back. A second question posed by 
Theophrastus is how we can see most of the objects in 
the air [85d] and how we can see each other, based on 
the theories of Democritus. Democritus accepted only 
four basic colors, white, black, red and green, consisting 
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